
Poppy Playpen Assembly Instructions
Weare delighted that you have chosen the Poppy Playpen and we know that you and your baby will love it! We are
obsessed with safety at Anita's House and it's good to know that the instructions supplied with the playpen have
passed stringent safety standards, so do make sure you follow them carefully to ensure that your playpen is
assembled correctly and is safe to use.

Please note: This instruction sheet has been created as a full-colour guide to accompany the original instructions
supplied by the manufacturer and is not intended as a replacement. Please check that you have read and followed
the original instructions carefully.

An adult should assemble this playpen and it is so much easier with two people. The playpen has 3 base heights
available*. The lowest base height is the safest and should always be used in that position once the baby is old
enough to stand. Just repeat steps 6 + 7 to adjust the base height as required. There is a cut mark on the inside
of the end frame, which indicates the maximum height of the mattress when the base is at its highest.

IMPORTANT: All assembly fittings should always be tightened properly and care should be taken that no screws
are loose.

Should you need any help at all, just call our team on +44 (0)207 371 5145 and we'll be happy to help.

First, check you have everything you need:

x2

A - End frame

x1

x4

C - Base

D - Long silver housing

x8

E - Allen key

x1

F - Silver conical screws

x8

G - Cylindrical insert

x8

H - Bolt 6x30

x4

I - Flag bolt

Now follow the assembly instructions overleaf...
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B - Side frame
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G - Cylindrical insert

I - Flag bolt

1. Place the Long Silver Housings (D) into the holes at the corners of the end frame (A).
Ensure that the hole in the silver housing (D) is facing downwards.

2. Place the Cylindrical Inserts (G) into the side frames (B). Note the hole in the cylindrical
insert must be aligned with the hole.

3. Place the side frames (B) onto the end frame (A) ensuring that the long silver housings (D)
meet with the cylindrical inserts (G).

D - Long silver housing

B - Side frame

B - Side frame A - End frame D + G - housings and inserts

Hole in end frame

4. Secure the side frames to the end frame, using the Silver Conical screws (F) and the Allen
Key (F) to tighten. Then repeat steps 3 and 4 to complete the square frame.

Square frameF - Silver conical screws F - Silver conical screws

A - End frame

E - Allen key

5. Place the Flag Bolts (I) into the End frame (A) at your desired height*. Try to ensure the flat
end is lying horizontal with hole facing upwards. Place the base (C) onto the flag bolts and
align the holes in the flag bolt with the holes in the base.

Hole in side frame

C - Base

7. Using the Allen key (E), Screw the Bolts (H) into the four corners of the Base (C), ensuring
they thread through the Flag Bolts (I). Make sure all the bolts are tight.

H - Bolt & Allen key


